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World Premiere of Tavener’s Flood of Beauty, September 2014, Barbican, London 
“An extended cello solo separated each of these five cycles, and without doubt these meditative passages, played 
exquisitely by Natalie Clein, provided the highlight of the piece. The slow-moving rhapsodising, beginning in the 
highest register and gradually descending to the lowest, [...] provided blissful relief and refreshment from the 
overwhelming sound of the poem’s setting.” - David Fay, Bach Track  
 
“the cello solos that end each of the five cycles [were] beautifully played by Clein.” - Andrew Clements, The Guardian  
 
“the soloists [...] pitted themselves tirelessly against the combined Britten Sinfonia, Britten Sinfonia Voices and New 
London Chamber Choir.” -John Allison, The Daily Telegraph  
 
 
Saint-Saëns (Cello Concertos Nos 1 & 2 and other works by Saint-Saëns) BBC Scottish Symphony 
Orchestra/Andrew Manze/Antje Weithaas (violin) (Hyperion CD 68002) 
“It is the light airiness of Natalie Clein's approach that works so well here [...] she finds a golden timbre and fleet elegance 
[...] This is as close as you'll get to musical champagne; I've a feeling Saint-Saëns would have approved [...] Clein conjures 
magic [...] Clein's disc comes highly recommended.” - Helen Wallace, BBC Music Magazine **** Concerto Choice  
 
“this Hyperion programme has much going for it, not least in that it features the mature, sensitive artistry of Natalie 
Clein [...] In La muse et le poète Clein is in intimate conversation with violinist Antje Weithaas, and the shorter pieces 
testify both to her lissom technique and to her lyrical allure.“ - Geoffrey Norris, Gramophone  
 
“Hyperion’s Romantic Cello Concerto series reaches its fifth release with this adventurous programme devoted to music 
by Saint-Saëns. These, from Natalie Clein and the BBC Scottish Orchestra on top form, are certainly memorable crisp 
and nicely nuanced performances and are comparable with the best.”- Ian Lace, Musicweb International  
 
“The Saint-Saëns CD is full of beautiful performances. There is a real sense of chamber music playing throughout, 
which is part of Clein’s conception of the composer’s First Concerto”. - Ariane Todes, Sinfini Music  
 
“A new recording by Natalie Clein is always an event [...] and this one finds her on top form. [...] this is exciting stuff 
with a real sense of happening [...] Her C-string melody [...] is followed by the sweetest ascending harmonic scale I 
have ever heard [...] The beauty and freedom of Clein’s playing in the first movement’s three solo episodes and in the 
poignant Andante sostenuto is matched by her technical confidence and strong tone. The Allegro appassionato is 
dazzlingly thrown off.” - Janet Banks, The Strad  
 
“This is a first-class recording, the fifth in Hyperion’s series of Romantic cello concertos. Anybody wanting both Saint-
Saëns’s Cello Concertos and La muse et le poète really doesn’t need to look any further. Natalie Clein is a 
comprehensively gifted player who performs these pieces with an ideal combination of warm-hearted expressiveness and 
astonishing technical ability. [...] Clein plays it [the Second Cello Concerto] with all the requisite vigour and virtuosity and 
Manze and his orchestra are outstanding partners. [...] The Performance [of Saint-Saëns’s double concerto for violin, cello 
and orchestra] by Antje Weithaas and Clein is just about ideal.” - Nigel Simeone, International Record Review 
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Moscow Philharmonic / Yuri Simonov, Yuri Botnari / Shostakovich Cello Concerto No.1, May 2014 Tour 
“Interspersed was Shostakovich’s First Cello Concerto, a work laden with coded messages I am sure, and delivered 
with unremitting energy and impassioned line-unfolding by soloist Natalie Clein. 
Clein, for all her young age still, is becoming the elder stateswoman of the cello, much as Mitsuko Uchida has 
become of the piano. I approve wholeheartedly. She has such a strength of tone, such bowing dexterity, such insight 
into whatever she is interpreting. Her Elgar is very special; I must hear her in Dvorak again soon." 

 - Birmingham Post 
 
“soloist Natalie Clein immersed herself completely in the emotional fabric of this evocative work. Clein’s winning 
technique and approach that was both fierce and tender, made for a searingly beautiful performance. “  

- The Scotsman 
 
 “Natalie Clein entered on the thrilling roller-coaster ride with relish, plunging into the depths of despair one 
moment and exploding with dance-like, manic energy the next.” - Nottingham Post 
 
 
Wigmore Hall, Beethoven & Britten - with Alasdair Beatson, May 2013 
“She is a graceful, lyrical player with a sound like a fine-spun silver thread. Yet I was both impressed and 
emotionally moved by her playing of [Britten's] third suite. Clein was alert to every passing nuance.” 

- Richard Morrison, The Times****  
 
“Clein really made the cello sing [...] Clein and Beatson were as-one in their interpretation.”  

– Ben Hogwood, Classical Source 
 
 
Bloch & Bruch works for Cello & Orchestra, Hyperion CDA67910 
BBC Scottish Symphony / Ilan Volkov 
"[Clein] and Volkov give a performance of Schelomo that is very moving, both in its profound sensuality and in the 
pervasive sense of transience that gnaws at its vision of worldly glory. They bring the same commitment to From 
Jewish Life and Voice in the Wilderness. The other knockout is Bruch's Kol Nidrei, in which the solo cello acts as a 
synagogue cantor to the orchestra's chanted responses. Beautifully done, it brings the disc to a reflective close. 
Highly recommended." - Tim Ashley, The Guardian, 09 August 2012 
 
"A breathtakingly beautiful dialogue between Natalie Clein & the BBC Scottish Symphony conducted by Ilan Volkov. 
Clein manages to explore the profound depths of [Bloch's Schelomo] and all its vocal expressivity without 
exaggeration or hyperbole and the orchestra's response feels minted in the moment rather than pre-planned. I'm 
not sure I've heard a more convincing modern account on disc. An immaculate recording."  

- Andrew McGregor, BBC Radio 3 CD Review, 04 August 2012 
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"Natalie Clein's discreet soulfulness proves to be an ideal quality on this Bloch CD. There are sufficient common 
denominators in the Jewish resonances and the use of the cello in cantor-like fashion to render the programme 
cohesive and interconnected, but at the same time there is a variety of style and idea that gives it a wide enough 
scope to sustain a whole CD. Natalie Clein is the cello protagonist in all four works, her range of tonal colour, her 
animation and her discreet soulfulness proving to be ideal qualities. Ilan Volkov conducts the BBC Scottish 
Symphony Orchestra with just the impetus and sensibility that this music requires. Kol Nidrei is one of the most 
beautiful works in the entire cello canon, a factor that this performance conveys in a blend of tranquillity and 
heartfelt ardour." - Geoffrey Norris, Daily Telegraph, 27 July 2012 'Classical CD of the Week' 
 
"Ernest Bloch’s ‘Hebrew rhapsody’ for cello and orchestra, written in Geneva in 1916, has been performed with 
passion and conviction by many great cellists, none of whom has persuaded me that I ever wanted to hear the piece 
again. This new recording by Natalie Clein is the first to do so. Clein is a thoughtful artist with a gift for lyrical 
understatement…[her] approach is commendably uncluttered. In Shelomo’s many liturgical quotations she adopts a 
stiff upper lip of British reserve that allows the music to speak for itself and shields it from the hazards of kitsch. No-
one since Gregor Piatigorsky in 1957 has made such sense and beauty of the score. You cannot wish to hear a clearer, 
lovelier investigation of Bloch’s Jewish decade." - Norman Lebrecht, La Scena Musicale, 15 July 2012 
 
"Natalie Clein's inspired collection of [Bloch's] three cello works on Jewish themes…with Bruch's Kol Nidrei, is rare 
and welcome. Her impassioned, sensitive playing finds willing collaborators in the BBC Scottish Symphony 
Orchestra and their former principal conductor." - Hugh Canning, Sunday Times, 15 July 2012 
 
"Natalie Clein gives an unexaggerated performance pursuing the music's linearity and playing from the heart while 
conjuring some appropriate dark tone from her instrument. It's one of the most persuasive performances of 
[Schelomo] that I have heard. Throughout, the recording is as vivid as the music. An outstanding release."  

- Colin Anderson, International Record Review, 11 July 2012 
 

"The strongly emotive musical aura of Bloch's Schelomo seems ideally suited to Natalie Clein's impassioned style of 
cello playing. As one might expect, Clein delivers a powerfully committed performance, but also manages to avoid 
over-indulgence, negotiating the peaks and troughs of the music's volatile emotional language with a clear sense of 
direction." - Erik Levi, BBC Music Magazine, September 2012 
 
"Natalie Clein’s performance concentrates, most affectingly, on the atmosphere of deep introspection… Clein’s is a 
thoughtful, subtle and satisfying account, well supported by the BBC Scottish SO, who play with passion and spirit. 
Clein is highly sensitive to the emotional import of Bloch’s modal inflections; this enables her to find exactly the right 
character for each of the scenes From Jewish Life. Voice in the Wilderness has a most original form… Natalie Clein 
encompasses all the work’s varied character and demands while retaining an air of polish in her playing. Her chords 
in the vigorous, energetic third section, for example, remain full and rounded, without appearing over careful. The 
Bruch, too, receives a lovely performance, with Clein bringing out the different colour of each of the cello’s strings 
and the orchestra effecting most beautifully the transition from sombre to heavenly." 

 - Duncan Druce, Gramophone, September 2012 
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Sheldonian Theatre Oxford, 23 March 2012 
Saint-Saëns: Cello Concerto No.1 in A minor Op.33 
Oxford Philkomusica / Marios Papadopoulos 
"As soon as Natalie Clein steps out, cello in hand, you sense that you are in for a memorable performance. The clues 
are all there in the purposeful walk and the dreamy, slightly distant look on her face that tells you she is already 
immersed in the music, before she plays a note. And so it was last Friday at the Sheldonian, when she took centre 
stage for Saint-Saens’ Cello Concerto No.1.  
This was a captivating performance of a gloriously playful piece that carries the listener along on a melodic and 
emotional rollercoaster, from the jaunty opening to the eloquence of the second movement minuet, with a persistent 
yearning threading its way throughout. This was a piece perfectly suited to showcasing Clein’s immense musicality 
and virtuosity, and she effortlessly held the audience in her thrall from the moment she drew her bow across the 
strings. There was some solid support from the orchestra, under Marios Papadopoulos’s expressive direction, but this 
was very much Clein’s show, and she was obliged to give an encore before the audience finally let her go." 

- Nicola Lisle, Oxford Times, 28 March 2012 
 
 
Eilat Festival 12-17 March 2012 
"Natalie Clein, who played Haydn's Concerto in C Major, was the star of the evening. Her performance is like a love 
story between her and her ancient instrument. Her sound production is natural and sincere, full of beauty and of 
colours of life – just as is the musician herself." - Maxim Reider, Yedioth Ahronot, 20 March 2012 
 
 
Recital with Alasdair Beatson, 29 February 2012 
"A celebrity recital from players of the highest calibre. Natalie Clein and Alasdair Beatson joined in a collaboration of 
immense, almost instinctive empathy in a range of works encompassing huge differences in style, delivering each 
with an integrity entirely appropriate to the piece. 
The performances were very fine indeed, beginning with an account of Debussy’s late Cello Sonata which revealed an 
extrovert character not often found in more fey readings of this wonderful work. 
Faure’s Second Cello Sonata was given with an almost vocal eloquence from Clein, and Beatson, relishing his well 
set-up piano, found a teasing pre-echo of Poulenc’s tender wit in the finale. 
Webern’s Three Short Pieces were tellingly delivered, every note resonant with a whole gamut of effect and 
significance, and, in complete contrast, Brahms’ mighty Second Sonata found a surging strength from these 
partners. And Natalie Clein’s solo performance of Lutoslawski’s fascinating Sacher Variation was utterly compelling 
in response to its scuttering note-patterns developing into broad melody, and with microtones which opened doors 
to glimpses of an utterly new tonal world. - Christopher Morley, Birmingham Post, 09 March 2012  
 
Philharmonic Hall Liverpool 
Elgar: Cello Concerto 
National Youth Orchestra of Great Britain / Paul Daniels 
"Natalie Clein was the declamatory yet lyrical soloist in the Elgar, a performance that was admirably 
unsentimental." - Tim Ashley, The Guardian, 06 January 2012 
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BBC Chamber Proms, Cadogan Hall, 03 September 2011 
Gubaidulina: Canticle of the Sun 
John Tavener: Popule Meus (WP) 
Britten Sinfonia / David Hill 
"Persuading us of her narrative, even when cello was swapped for eerie flexatone and gong, Clein carried her 
listeners through Gubaidulina’s sound-forest, offering us beauty and controlled ugliness that flowered in the ears. 
Coming from the same sound-world as The Protecting Veil, Tavener exploits the vocal quality of the cello, and Clein 
offered us sighing, singing, lamenting and prayerful exhortation in the charged legato of her lines." 

- Alexandra Coghlan, The Arts Desk, 03 September 2011 
 
Snape Maltings, 11 August 2011 
"An evening of unaccompanied cello music is not necessarily the greatest of attractions but it was perhaps a 
combination of the reputation of the soloist and a well constructed programme that drew an almost capacity 
audience to Snape on Friday. Their faith was entirely justified by a recital in which Natalie Clein demonstrated her 
class, not merely as a fine cellist but as a gifted artist and communicator." - Gareth Jones, East Anglian Daily Times 
 
 
Kodaly works for Cello & Piano, Hyperion Records CDA67829 
"she produces an astonishing range of colours and evokes the widest variety of expressive styles. I find it admirable, 
too, how she's able, in the recording studio, to maintain so much of the excitement and directness of live 
performance. Music of this rhetorical character demands a fine sense of timing; Clein demonstrates this"  

- Duncan Druce, Gramophone Magazine. 'Editor's Choice' August 2010 
 
“…the compelling reason for acquiring this disc, which does not attempt to be a complete survey of Kodály’s cello 
music, is Clein’s magnificent account of the Solo Sonata, Op.8. One of the masterpieces of the cello repertory, it 
opens with massive, declamatory chords, and Clein’s depth of tone makes an immediate impact on this well-
engineered recording.” - John Allison, BBC Music Magazine, July 2010 
 
“Magically deft, soaringly passionate, without any trace of self-indulgence, Clein conjures a full orchestra of colours 
and textures from her precious Guadagnini cello.” - Geoff Brown, The Times, 12 June 2010 
 
“…extremely impressive, both in the impassioned rhapsodies of the first two movements, and in the array of folk 
tunes that are paraded in the ferociously challenging finale.” - Andrew Clements, The Guardian, 27 May 2010 
 
“Natalie Clein’s account of the solo cello Sonata of 1915 is staggering; every technical challenge clearly surmounted, 
but pulsating with theatrical life.” - Graham Rickson, The Arts Desk, 19 June 2010 
 
“Zoltan Kodály’s Sonata for solo Cello represents one of those daunting summits that cellists feel ineluctably drawn 
to conquer, and Natalie Clein does so here with terrific passion, piquancy and technical accomplishment.” 

 - Geoffrey Norris, The Telegraph, 25 June 2010 
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Schumann Cello Concerto with the Filharmonica de Buenos Aires 
“The orchestra had a talented soloist for the Schumann Concerto - cellist Natalie Clein. She possesses undeniable 
technical mastery, playing with clear articulation and clarity of sound. Clein showed her real understanding of the 
poetic virtuosity of the work.” - La Nación Newspaper, Buenos Aires. 
 
 
Royal Scottish National Orchestra / Stéphane Deneve 
Elgar Cello Concerto 
“She has a beautiful, fluid style which is well-suited to the lyrical qualities of the music [Elgar Concerto], and it was 
this warm and tender approach that saved some of the slower sections from lapsing into sentimentality. Her encore 
of Pablo Casals’s version of Song of the Birds was also exquisite.” - Susan Nickalls, The Scotsman, May 2010 
 
Wigmore Hall with Xuefei Yang (guitar) 
03 February 2010 
“[Bach] Cello Suite No.1 was given a persuasive performance by Clein, with intelligent voicing and much accent on 
the element of dance” - Joanna Talbot, The Strad, May 2010 
 
“Natalie Clein in superb partnership with pianist Tom Poster, produced a gripping performance of Delius’ Cello 
Sonata, steering a steady course through the variety of colour and mood in this melismatic work, bringin character 
and distinction to its often amorphous phrases, and building to its heroic conclusion with passion and technical 
aplomb.” - Tim Homfray, The Strad, November 2009 
 
 
BBC Chamber Prom 2009 
“Clein threw herself into Delius’s hot house emotional world with a passion and delivered a bold and arresting 
performance, in the outer sections, and of such tenderness in the slower, more dreamy, middle section that one 
wished to hear her play it again immediately at its conclusion.” - Seen and Heard, September 2009 
 
 
Manchester International Festival 
“The evening's most intense rapport is that between Acosta and the cellist Natalie Clein...It's as if they're chasing 
each other, phrase by cascading phrase, through the rising tide of the Bach, and frankly, it's the sexiest thing I've 
seen on the ballet stage for quite some time" - Luke Jennings, The Observer, 12 July 2009 
 
 
Elgar Cello Concerto, RTÉ, Dublin 
 “Natalie Clein's Elgar Cello Concerto had such an impact due to the gorgeousness of her tone and the full-on 
emotionalism with which she approached the work. It's an approach with a high listener appeal (witness the 
response over more than four decades to the recording by Jacqueline du Pré).This was a performance with an 
abundance of moments to cherish.” - Michael Dervan, Irish Times, 07 October 2008 
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Recital Mansion House, Doncaster 
“ ‘You know you’ve been in the presence of greatness’ was the judgement of one audience member at this concert. It 
wasn’t necessary to be a classical-music fan to appreciate the musical excellence of this evening. Bach pieces 
bookended stunning virtuosic playing in her performance of Kodaly’s Sonata. Clein relished the array of technical 
complexities in the Kodaly, which swept the audience along in a series of thrills and surprises.”  

- Eileen Caiger Gray, The Independent 
 
Ernest Bloch, Schelemo 
Oxford Philomusica 
“Clein gave a performance that was consistently and profoundly expressive, from the opening lament to the closing 
mood of resignation and despair…an inner strength and formidable technique, which she employs with integrity and 
commitment, her interpretation always true to the composer’s intentions.” - Oxford Times, 21 November 2007 
 
 
Edinburgh Festival Theatre 
Shostakovich Cello Concerto No 1 
Royal Scottish National Orchestra/Arild Remmereit 
“Her interpretation of Shostakovich’s Cello Concerto No 1 was exciting…the most thrilling point of the piece was the 
third movement Cadenza.  For solo cello only, Clein shaped the movement with long phrases, taking time for each to 
speak with authority.  The movement began in the lower registers showing off Clein’s mellow, rich and full sound 
before beginning the long and sustained Allegro con moto…Clein treated the audience to a surprise encore of J S 
Bach’s G major Prelude from the Six Suites for Cello.  Interpreting the piece at a fast tempo, this was a mature 
performance from a cellist who has grown into a secure and respected soloist.”  

- Mary Robb MusicalCriticism.com 29 October 2007 
 
 
Elgar Cello Concerto in E Minor Op 85 
In Moonlight, La Capricieuse, Romance, Salut d’Amour, Chanson de Matin, Sospiri 
Natalie Clein / Vernon Handley / Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra 
EMI Classics 501 4092 
 “From the spine-tingling opening to the final triumphant bars, this is an Elgar Cello Concerto that exudes unleashed 
passion and heightened sensitivity in equal measures.  Natalie’s trademark tone – deep, rich and sensuous – doesn’t 
disappoint, particularly in the anguished first and melancholic third movements.  It’s evident just how much this 
music means to the cellist – every note is lovingly played and brims with emotion.  But it’s not just the Concerto that 
delights.  What follows are six Elgar miniatures arranged for cello and orchestra.  Natalie reveals her virtuosic side 
in La capricieuse, but it’s with the lyrical numbers – for example, the haunting Sospiri – that she truly comes into her 
own.” - Sarah Kirkup, Classic FM Magazine, November 2007 
 
“Natalie Clein fearlessly goes where others have feared to tread for a generation, living each and every phrase with a 
poetic intensity and emotional immediacy that captures the moment to perfection.” 
Julian Haylock, Classic FM Magazine, November 2007 
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“We have waited a long time for cellist Natalie Clein to record the Elgar Concerto – but the result is worth the wait.  
Clein plays beautifully and is sympathetically supported by that experienced Elgarian Vernon Handley and the Royal 
Liverpool Philharmonic.  Clein, former BBC Young Musician of the Year, fills out the disc with five of Elgar’s short 
pieces.  The recorded sound is lovely.” - Tully Potter, Daily Mail, 19 October 2007 
 
“Natalie Clein hopes some of her passion for the piece comes out – it certainly does, abundantly, in all four 
movements.” - EDITOR’S CHOICE - Edward Greenfield, Gramophone Awards 2007 
 
“Clein takes the first marking in the score ‘nobilmente’, as her mantra, but can also sustain a melody while 
accomplishing those sweeps and slides with panache.” - Anthony Holden, The Observer, 7 October 2007 
 
“Natalie is willfully understated, playing soft and slow against the vast power of the orchestral juggernaut…as the 
ear attunes to her tone the interpretation sounds tenderly affecting and more in accordance with Elgar’s 
instructions” - Norman Lebrecht, Evening Standard, 19 September 2007 
 
“Clein’s playing has an especially warm tone and smooth phrasing; her cello treats each note with the same love, 
and these qualities make hers a particularly unique interpretation…Natalie Clein has achieved an almost impossible 
task; she has given us a unique interpretation which is most definitely her own.  If you’d like a truly different and 
much smoother interpretation of Elgar’s great work, then this is for you.”  

- Charlotte Gardner, BBC Classical Review, 14 September 2007 
 
 
Sheldonian Theatre Oxford 
European Union Chamber Orchestra 
“She is a performer of such great magnetism that she sweeps her audiences along with her, so much so that it is 
almost a shock when she stops playing and you find yourself back in the real world once more.”  

- Oxford Times, 29 March 2007 
 
 
Sage Gateshead 
Northern Sinfonia 
“Clein plays everything with passion, and no note here was taken lightly, least of all in her own cadenzas and flecks 
of improvisation” - Geoff Brown, The Times, 27 February 2007 
 
Bridgewater Hall 
Manchester Camerata 
“It was an inspired choice to present the young and brilliant Natalie Clein as soloist in Shostakovich’s first cello 
concerto. Her combination of technical virtuosity and emotional commitment ensured a performance that gripped 
from beginning to end. At its peak, it requires a desperate, howling series of shrieks from the cello which can only 
sound convincing given the utmost determination – and that is precisely where Natalie Clein succeeds. She has got 
what it takes.” - Robert Beale, Manchester Evening News, 7 February 2007 
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Cheltenham Town Hall, 08 July 2006 
Schumann Cello Concerto 
SCO/Joseph Swensen 
“Natalie Clein’s supple, lyrical playing” - Richard Morrison, The Times, 11 July 2006 
 
 
Westminster Hall London 27 January 2005 
Bloch Scenes from Jewish Life 
Royal Philharmonic Orchestra 
"The notes which rose on the still air to the hall's great hammerbeam roof seemed to have sprung from a bottomless 
well of sorrow." - Alan Hamilton, The Times, 28 January 2005 
 
 
Bridgewater Hall, 20 November 2004 
Dvorak: Cello Concerto 
Manchester Camerata/Douglas Boyd, 
“The soloist was Natalie Clein…who has planned her career carefully and sensibly, avoiding media hype…Now much 
in demand, she shows by her innate musicianship how wise she and her advisers have been…her phrasing and the 
sustained long and high pianissimi were ravishing in their poetic beauty.”  

- Michael Kennedy, The Telegraph, November 2004 
 
 
Mostly Mozart Festival, Barbican Centre, 15 July 2004 
Academy of St Martin-in-the-Fields/Nicholas McGegan 
“She played the extended melody of the slow movement with exquisite lyricism, coloured by some beautiful 
pianissimo moments. In the last movement she showed impressive agility in high positions, and she played 
throughout with a warm and clear tone." - Tim Homfray, The Strad, October 2004 
 
 
Cheltenham Festival  
Elgar Cello Concerto 
CBSO/Martyn Brabbins 
 
“The mesmerising cellist Natalie Clein performed superbly, with a bewitching mix of cool dignity, surging lyricism 
and soul-surrendering abandon. This was the highlight of the evening.”  

- Matthew Connolly, The Times, 15 July 2004 
 
“The soloist, Natalie Clein, brought passion and freshness to Elgar’s Cello Concerto.” 

 - Paul Driver, The Sunday Times, 18 July, 2004 
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De Montfort Hall,  20 June 2004 
Dvorak Cello Concerto 
Philharmonia Orchestra/Sir Charles Mackerras 
“Natalie Clein gave a remarkable performance of Dvorak’s Cello Concerto – assured and heartfelt, with a sense of 
poetry, and expressive phrasing.” - Leicester Mercury, 22 June 2004 
 
 
Ipswich Corn Exchange, May 2004 
Dvorak Cello Concerto 
City of London Sinfonia/Douglas Boyd 
 
“The lovely tone and control, demonstrated by the soloist, Natalie Clein, brought out the yearning and the Bohemian 
origins that are clearly reflected in the music. Natalie Clein is very talented.” 

 - Judith Newman, East Anglian Daily Times, 07 June 2004 
 
“She demonstrated her huge talent with an emotionally charged performance of Dvorak’s Cello Concerto in B minor. 
It was difficult not to be transfixed by the intensity.” - Alison Croose, Eastern Daily Press, 22 May 2004 
 
 
Cheltenham Festival 
Natalie Clein, Imogen Cooper, Pryia Mitchell 
“These three musicians [Natalie Clein/Imogen Cooper/Pryia Mitchell] conspired to give us chamber music at the 
highest level…the rapport between the players was magically close. Lennox Berkeley’s short Andantino for Cello and 
Piano was so beautifully expressive that one wished it was longer. Altogether a fascinating evening.”  

- Ronald Kay, Birmingham Echo, 12 July 2003 
 
Osnabruck Festival, March 2003 
JS Bach: Solo Suite No.1 
“Natalie Clein hatte den Abend mit Johann Sebastian Bachs Cello-Suite Nr. 1 in G-Dur eröffnet und die Richtung 
vorgegeben. Mienenspiel und Gestik deuteten an, wie tief sie sich Bachs Kosmos versenkte; sie nahm sich 
rhythmische Freiheiten, um zentrale Töne hervorzuheben, einzelne Phrasen zu akzentuieren, Mehrstimmigkeit 
anzudeuten. Sonor und in jedem Moment absolut klar entwickelte sie, einem inneren Monolog gleich, die einzelnen 
Sätze – eine intime Auseinandersetzung mit Bachs Musik vor den Ohren des Publikums.”  

- Ralf Döring, Osnabrücker Zeitung, 20 March 2003 
 
Manchester Bridgewater Hall, 05 December 2002 
Lutoslwaski: Cello Concerto  
Hallé Orchestra/Heinrich Schiff 
 “With an admirable directness and grave dignity, Clein demonstrated the lyricism on which she's building a solid 
reputation, her instrument blossoming into a rich burnished voice - the audience was mesmerised.”  

- Lynne Walker, The Independent, 11 December 2002 
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Royal Festival Hall, 08 October 2002 
Elgar: Cello Concerto 
Philharmonia Orchestra / Paul Daniel 
“In Natalie Clein, the 25 year old antidote to the 35 year old fetishisation of Jaqueline Du Pré as the sole model for 
female British cellists, Daniel had the perfect partner to strip the impasto of mawkish sentimentality from Elgar. 
Clein’s grave, thoughtful approach – more a question than a bravura statement – could scarcely be more different to 
Du Pré’s iconic interpretation; introducing the first subject as a muted, private improvisation, maintaining and 
increasing tension though the Allegro Molto and weaving an attenuated Adagio of impeccable restraint… with 
achingly sweet gradations of diminuendi.” - Anna Picard, The Independent, 13 October 2002 
 
 
Wigmore Hall, June 2002 
Recital with Itamar Golan 
“[Clein and Golan] had all the freedom and flexibility and all the rigorous virtuosity required.  Two unaccompanied 
works from the 1940s completed the programme, and allowed Clein to show her mettle. In Henze’s Serenade she 
produced a big sound that helped the piece live up to its name, with the nine short movements by turn lyrical and 
lively: the tiny tango was appropriately aloof.  Dallapiccola’s Ciaccona, Intermezzo e Adagio is sombre, and could 
hardly be anything else since it was written in 1945, with a mood of desolation which Clein caught from the start.  
Never shy of attacking the notes, she also had control in steering the music to the quiet eloquence of its close.” 

- John Allison, The Times, 24 June 2002 
 
Purcell Room, January 2002 
Holocaust Memorial Day Concert 29 January 2002 
“I've rarely heard four players so well matched in tone…Clein assembled a programme of works that made you ache 
for what could have been composed in the Fifties, Sixties and Seventies had Hans Krasa, Gideon Klein, and Ervin 
Schulhoff not been murdered in the death camps.” - Anna Picard, The Independent on Sunday, 3 February 2002 
 
 
Oxford Chamber Music Festival, July 2000 
“Anton Webern’s touching little pieces for cello and piano were given a loving, lingering rendition by Natalie Clein 
and Imogen Cooper, reminding us that the composer was not always the exponent of the cold and cerebral that he 
later became.” - Laurence Hughes, The Independent, 7 July 2000 
 
 
Recital, Cheltenham Festival, 5 July 1999 
“Natalie Clein, the ardent British cellist, was partnered by Itamar Golan for a potent engagement with Britten’s 
Sonata in C and an intense account of Mark-Anthony Turnage’s Sleep On.” 

- Fiona Maddocks, The Observer, 11 July 1999 
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Wigmore Hall, 18 June 1998 
“…in a sell-out performance at the Wigmore Hall the exceptionally perceptive playing of this 21 year old confounded 
expectations. In Schumann’s Fantasiestucke the theatricality of her gestures reflected the lightness of touch of these 
delicate chamber pieces. Her mature reading of Shostakovich’s Sonata in D minor was compelling, here sparse tone 
occasionally blossoming with vibrato yet retaining every ounce of dramatic tension.” - The Strad, September 1998 
 
“…Schumann’s Fantasiestucke, packed with emotional contrast, suited Clein’s intense but finely controlled playing. 
Her serious demeanor as a performer found eloquent voice in Bloch’s Three Scenes from Jewish Life… Clein resists 
showiness but plays with a passion and maturity beyond her years… a major burgeoning talent.” 

- Fiona Maddocks, The Observer, 24 May 1998 


